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Queer Composition: Subversive Strategies in Western Classical Music 
and 
Contretemps/Soliloquy (2019) for ensemble and electronics 
Martin Hiendl 
 
 This dissertation engages the question of what a queer aesthetics might look like in the 
context of contemporary music composition. Starting with a discussion of the problematics of 
“defining” queer (aesthetic) practices, I look at Pauline Oliveros’ Sonic Meditations, Julius 
Eastman’s Gay Guerrilla and Neo Hülcker’s A body essay. Fiction, actually to uncover 
particular resistant and subversive strategies present in their works. In addition to a close 
examination of the original score materials, I look into queer theories and writings from fields 
other than music, such as dance/performance and the visual arts, in order to identify and apply 
some of the traits that could be called queer aesthetics (or practices/methodologies) to the field of 
contemporary music composition. Among the topics discussed will be considerations on 
time/timing, utopia/futurity, professionalism/failure, queer subject matter and form/format. 
Avoiding the trap of closing in on a canonization of queer music practices, it is the stated goal of 
this dissertation to expand the framework and contribute to a new understanding of what queer 
composition within the context of Western classical music might look like. 
 Contretemps/Soliloquy (2019), for ensemble and electronics, is an attempt to create an 
environment in which negotiations of time and timing, the “dis/possession [of time] that we call 
music,” (Fred Moten, Black and Blur [Durham: Duke University Press, 2017], 107) take place in 
an semi-improvisatory fashion. These negotiations invite performers to assume or relinquish 
 
 
command over the flow of time through predetermined arrangements of spontaneous 
communication during the act of performing. There is no fixed, synchronized meter, no “master 
clock” everyone is subjected to. The piece is composed in several sections of musical material, 
which is fragmentary and open in nature. The performers move through it collectively. These 
fragments relate to time somewhat analogous to three of the four classic states of matter: fixed 
tempo (solid), flowing tempo (liquid) and free tempo (gas), encouraging players to explore 
musical consent and contretemps (disagreement and counter-time) through individual and 
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This paper is looking for and trying to locate queer composition within the context of 
institutionalized Western art music. Its theoretical framework is drawing from queer theory as it 
developed in the early 1990s. The generally accepted origin of queer theory was marked by the 
publication of Judith Butler’s Gender Trouble and Eve Kosofsky Sedgwick’s Epistemology of 
the Closet (both 1990), and the field has since been extended significantly by the works of Jack 
Halberstam, José Esteban Muñoz, Paul B. Preciado, Lauren Berlant and many others. In their 
introduction to Queer Methods and Methodologies, Kath Browne and Catherine J. Nash define 
queer research  as “challeng[ing] the normative social ordering of identities and subjectivities 
along the heterosexual/homosexual binary,” and more broadly as “any form of research 
positioned within conceptual frameworks that highlight the instability of taken-for-granted 
meanings and resulting power relations.”1 This definition will serve as a reference point 
throughout this discussion, as the questioning of “taken-for-granted meanings and resulting 
power relations” will be the guiding factor in researching a queer perspective in Western art 
music composition.  
I will look at three compositions by three queer composers. But what do I mean by 
“queer” in this context? As noted by Brown and Nash in Queer Methods and Methodologies, 
many queer scholars and activists object to the notion of defining the term: “defin[ing] these 
terms is to limit their usage just to these understandings. … Rather than policing queer, we think 
such a definition is inappropriate.”2 However, if I set out to discuss queer composition as a 
 
1 Kath Browne and Catherine J. Nash, eds., Queer Methods and Methodologies: Intersecting Queer Theories and 
Social Science Research, Reprinted (London and New York: Routledge, Taylor & Francis Group, 2016), 4. 
2 Ibid., 8. 
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methodology as it pertains to the classical art music context, I want to clarify the premises for 
this particular discussion, with regard to how I chose certain composers and certain pieces.  
On the whole, this discussion is trying to follow an open, inclusive approach to the 
applicability and appropriateness of the use of the word, where “queer” simply means outside 
heteronormative (and homonormative) sexual and gender identities. However, “queer” goes 
beyond simple markings of sexual and gender identity, but toward a world view, a political 
stance that manifests itself in critical opposition to an essentialist binary gender system, as well 
as, more generally, any forms of normative, oppressive structures in our Western societies. This 
is where queer movements set themselves apart from gay pragmatic assimilationist efforts, rather 
aligning themselves with decolonial, anti-racist and crip movements that demand the abolition of 
these systems of oppression.3 
However, invoking queer identities in relation to art production brings us into a messy 
situation: Who assigns a “queer” identity to an artist who may or may not self-identify as that? 
Do I have to ask for consent to include an artist into such a queer research project? How 
important is a queer identity of the artist to the validity and significance of this research project? 
Can a work of art be called queer if the artist does not consider themself queer? It seems obvious 
that there is a tangled interconnectedness between lived experience and creative art production, 
where one cannot be separated from or properly understood without the other. But in order to 
navigate this territory and move away from a perspective overly dominated by an emphasis on 
(personal) identity, it is the objective of this discussion to locate whatever “queerness” there is to 
find within the work of art itself and point out towards queer lived experiences only where 
 
3 José Esteban Muñoz, Cruising Utopia: The Then And There Of Queer Futurity, 10th Anniversary Edition (New 
York: New York University Press, 2019). See especially the first chapter ,“Queerness as Horizon: Utopian 
Hermeneutics in the Face of Gay Pragmatism.” 
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necessary and appropriate. In this sense, queer composition can be any composition that 
manifests this political stance, this critical opposition against normative oppressive regimes of 
the society as a whole, and particularly against the institutionalized power structures within art 
music—which are highly discriminatory, prone to nepotism and very resistant to change—via its 
aesthetic behaviors. This is the strength of the queer framework: intersecting with anti-racist, 
decolonial and crip theory, it provides a lens through which this layered, interconnected web of 
injustices becomes visible. Tracing these interventions and contextualizing them within both 
individual queer lived experiences and larger normative structures of our society is the aim of 
this discussion.  
Classical music, as it is used in this discussion, refers to music coming out of European 
(largely pre-19th century) and Euro-American (19th/20th century onwards) Western art music 
traditions, distinguished commonly (and most significantly) from other forms of non-European 
classical and some so-called “popular music” through its use of (staff) notation. Other 
distinguishing factors include a specific selection of acoustical music instruments (although now 
this has changed), the codification and certification of a certain type of music practice through 
higher educational institutions (conservatories, universities, etc.) and several fields of extended 
scholarly research (music theory, music history, “ethnomusicology,” computer music, etc.).  
Within this field of institutionalization Western art music has produced several types of 
professions along the lines of the aforementioned division of labor: instrumentalists, singers, 
conductors, composers, scholars, managers, etc. Whereas many of these practices could be 
examined under a queer framework—and surely there are queer performers, conductors and 
scholarly practices—the present discussion limits itself to the profession of the composer. In a 
way, this focus still adheres to the division of labor instituted by the specific production mode of 
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classical music. However, following this practice enables us to trace the specific move(s) that 
certain queer works undertake in order to destabilize the ground they are built upon. As we will 
see later in this discussion, ”queering” the role of the composers often questions, destabilizes or 
obliterates this position and/or its hierarchies altogether.  
The notion of queer composition is not limited to the queer subject matter of a certain art 
production. However, subject matter or content is of key importance, and topics that come out of 
a queer lived experience will have to be central to this discussion. As art critic Jerry Saltz put it 
when reviewing the Whitney Biennial 2019: “Subject matter is as important a formal feature of 
art as form itself as a primary carrier of change and newness.”4 Queer compositions will have to 
bring up topics that relate to queer lived experiences, framed in relation to and as a critique of 
“normative social ordering”5—as institutional critique. The focus on subject matter is also 
important given music’s—and especially Western classical music’s—tendency and historical 
precedents of placing itself into an essentialist framework of “absoluteness,” “immanence” and 
other universalizing narratives of (material, formal) progress and modernity.6 Although there has 
recently been a growing awareness of the essentially colonial underpinnings of such narratives,7 
the idea that music in its material reality is not just an abstract arrangement of sound waves, but 
can be marked by genealogy and locality, as well as by a given time, place, and lived experience, 
 
4 Jerry Saltz, “The New Whitney Biennial Made Me See Art History in a New Way,” Vulture, May 14, 2019, 
https://www.vulture.com/2019/05/whitney-biennial-review-jerry-saltz.html. 
 
5 Browne and Nash, Queer Methods and Methodologies, 5. 
 
6 For a historical overview of musical essentialism in Western classical art music, see Mark Evan Bonds, Absolute 
Music: The History of an Idea (New York: Oxford University Press, 2014). 
 





can still be a subject of contestation.8 In this context an examination of contemporary queer 
composition within the institutionalized classical music emphasizes the queer nature of the 
content and sonic materiality of some of the discussed works.  
Besides queer subject matter, however, it is equally important to talk about the 
deconstructive aspect of queer methodologies, or what commonly is referred to as “queering.” 
Queering as a practice and methodology, as mentioned earlier, focuses on deconstructing given 
social orderings based on (gender) essentialism, origin myths, and gender binaries, extending 
beyond queer subject matter and lived experiences to questions of epistemology and knowledge 
formation, and to the structure of thinking itself. Here, queering may take on the project of 
deconstructing the modes of production in the institutionalized classical music world, 
destabilizing hierarchies and expectations pertaining to the relationship of all parties involved: 
the composers, conductors, performers, audience, and more. Queering may also take the form of 
deconstructing the formal conventions, the somewhat abstract mechanics of musical timing, or 
the idea of the work itself.  
But besides the negative, “deconstructive tendencies and critiques”9 of queering, I would 
also like to look at how queering lends itself to “self-birthing” and “self-re-creations.”10 How can 
queer composition not only deconstruct and dismantle certain power structures and hierarchies, 
but also heal, repair and (re-)generate a more inclusive, less violent and less hierarchical 
environment? What are the formal inventions, the forms and formats in queer composition that 
not only disappoint traditional notions—of the work concept, dramaturgy, narrative—but that 
 
8 See for instance the controversy in Johannes Kreidler, Harry Lehmann, and Claus-Steffen Mahnkopf, Musik, 
Ästhetik, Digitalisierung: Eine Kontroverse, Erstausgabe (Hofheim am Taunus: Wolke, 2010). 
 
9 Browne and Nash, Queer Methods and Methodologies, 5. 
 
10 Karen Barad, “TransMaterialities: Trans*/Matter/Realities and Queer Political Imaginings,” GLQ: A Journal of 
Lesbian and Gay Studies 21, no. 2–3 (January 1, 2015): 407, 411, https://doi.org/10.1215/10642684-2843239. 
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also allow for new experiences, new ways of telling stories and relating to one another? In short, 
how does queer composition not only engage in institutional critique, but also changes these 
institutions and demonstrate a path beyond their modes of production? Avoiding canonization, in 
this discussion I am trying to locate formations that could constitute certain stabilities (if only 
temporary) upon which a notion of “queer composition” could be built. 
Chapter 1: Sonic Meditations 
During her tenure at the University of California San Diego, and while on a Guggenheim 
Fellowship, Pauline Oliveros developed the Sonic Meditations in 1971, her most widely 
performed compositions. These meditations were written for and dedicated to the ♀-Ensemble, a 
group of mostly female-identifying composers, mostly graduate students at UC San Diego. They 
met, performed and discussed these meditations on a regular basis, sometimes non-verbally, over 
the course of two years. Martha Mockus and Heidi von Gunden have written extensively about 
the genesis of the Sonic Meditations and the reader may be referred to those excellent sources for 
further inquiry into the history of this work.11  
In this chapter we will look at the Sonic Meditations as manifestations of a queer 
compositional approach, specifically in relation to their performative qualities, repurposing 
speech act theory to ask whether something like a “listening act” might contribute to a queering 
of the continually (re-)created roles and hierarchies within the classical art music practice.  
 The Sonic Meditations are unconventional compositions in many ways, but most notably 
in their collapse of performer and listener—and often also the instrument—into one. There is no 
music to listen to; the music is not performed for a listener, and there is no audience—the Sonic 
 
11 Heidi Von Gunden, The Music of Pauline Oliveros (Metuchen, N.J: Scarecrow Press, 1983); Martha Mockus, 
Sounding Out: Pauline Oliveros and Lesbian Musicality (New York: Routledge, 2008). 
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Meditations are rather a certain set of actions carried out by a group of untrained participants that 
may or may not result in real or imaginary sonic manifestations. As prescribed by Oliveros’s 
instructions, music is only “a welcome by-product of this activity.”12  In this sense the Sonic 
Meditations can be seen not just as carrying a political message or statement, but also as 
manifesting and enacting a new political reality by erasing the hierarchies of the musical 
establishment as representations of the racist-classist hetero-patriarchy they are placed within. 
Music education, and specifically learning how to read and write music, is often bound up with 
class issues. But if no special skills are needed, the concept of an artist elite or the professional-
amateur dichotomy of Western art music practice is erased—an inherently queer and anti-classist 
move. In the context of the ♀-Ensemble of the 1970s, this deconstruction of hierarchies created a 
framework for a feminist empowerment to happen by empowering women to be their own 
performers. Hence, the Sonic Meditations can be seen, not so much as being about something, 
but rather as simply being, or better doing, something to, and transforming the performer-
listener. It is this particular performative quality of the Sonic Meditations that makes a link to 
speech act theory plausible and which may provide a useful perspective on this work. 
 In the second chapter of her book The Transformative Power of Performance, Erika 
Fischer-Lichte lays out the basic concepts of speech act theory as developed by John L. Austin 
and further elaborated by John R. Searle. According to her, Austin “had made a revolutionary 
discovery in language philosophy: linguistic utterances not only serve to make statements but 
they also perform actions, thus distinguishing constative from performative utterances.”13 
Performative statements “do not simply assert a pre-existing circumstance. It is impossible to 
 
12 Pauline Oliveros, Sonic Meditations (Smith Publications/American Music, 1971), Introduction I, i. 
 




classify them as true or false. Instead, these utterances create an entirely new social reality… 
Uttering these sentences effectively changes the world. Performative utterances are self-
referential and constitutive in so far as they bring forth the social reality they are referring to”14 
(emphases added).  
Famously, Judith Butler has integrated speech act theory into her framing of gender as a 
performative improvisation to illustrate how speech acts, among other performative gestures, 
continually (re-)create gender roles.15 However, she also locates the possibility of subverting 
these roles in their specific performative nature, marking that which constitutes their legibility as 
the locus of (radical) change.16 In that light, I propose the idea of a “listening act.”  Just as speech 
acts (usually negatively) constrain (not just) gender roles, effectively constituting and changing 
their subjects, listening acts may perform a sort of queer undoing of these very roles, changing 
the listener-subject, their roles and their relationship to the world.  
Applying Fischer-Lichte’s definition of speech acts to listening acts, we can already 
glimpse how, on a very general level, the Sonic Meditations may be regarded as listening acts: 
Through forcing the collapse of patriarchal roles in music making, the Meditations are 
constitutive; they change the world in that they “bring forth the social reality they are referring 
to.” In addition, as I will explain later in more detail, a strong sense of self-referentiality is 
present in the Sonic Meditations. Instead of listening to music with a certain content or message 
of some sort, expressed through sound by someone on stage, the Sonic Meditation establish a 




15 Judith Butler, Gender Trouble: Feminism And The Subversion Of Identity (New York: Routledge, 1999). 
 
16 Ibid., chaps. 3. IV. "Bodily Inscriptions, Performative Subversions". 
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their senses process and create data through an (syn-)aesthetic experience, thus turning attention 
upon itself. The Sonic Meditations create a mode of listening, that listens to itself. This self-
referentiality can be interpreted as a queer deconstructive gesture of rejecting a (traditionally 
constructed male, heroic) compositional narrative, creating instead an environment conducive to 
allowing the sounds to become the condition upon which performer-listeners can experience 
their own sonic and somatic individual and collective awareness, unbound from a dominating 
narrative.  
 However, whether or not a listening act is successful—and whether it really is doing the 
undoing, the queering I propose—cannot be determined theoretically or empirically as such. It is 
easier for the success of a speech act to be determined by virtue of its clear directionality 
“outwards,” towards the world, where specific, verifiable conditions have to be met to constitute 
a speech act. The listening act, however, has the opposite directionality—“into the subject” so to 
speak—and foregrounds the subject’s abilities for interpretation and agency over its relationship 
to oneself and the world, which cannot be determined solely by the performance of a supposed 
listening act.  
Whether or not a listener’s relationship to themself and/or to the world has actually 
changed—be it on a personal (spiritual, psychological, emotional, etc.) or interpersonal 
(“heightened states of awareness”, “expanded consciousness”17) level—is very subjective and 
context dependent, and much harder to verify than a successful speech act. This chapter therefore 
looks at Pauline Oliveros’ Sonic Meditations not as to whether a specific meditation 
is/constitutes/creates a listening act, but rather, how certain meditations provide the conditions of 
possibility for the listening act to happen, how these conditions are put in place, how they shape 
 
17 Oliveros, Sonic Meditations, Introduction I, i. 
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possible pathways for listening acts to manifest, and in what ways they relate to the notion of 
queer composition.  
Looking at all twenty-five Sonic Meditations would be far beyond the scope of this 
chapter. We are therefore going to look only at four Sonic Meditations for closer examination: I, 
II, V, and XVIII. 
 
–I– 
Teach Yourself to Fly 
 
Any number of persons sit in a circle facing the center.  Illuminate the space with 
dim blue light. Begin by simply observing your own breathing. Always be an observer. 
Gradually allow your breathing to become audible. Then gradually introduce your voice. 
Allow your vocal cords to vibrate in any mode which occurs naturally. Allow the intensity 
to increase very slowly. Continue as long as possible naturally, and until all others are 
quiet, always observing your own breath cycle. 
 
Variation: Translate voice to an instrument. 
 
What is striking about the title is that it asks the participant to be both teacher and student 
at the same time—to become an autodidact in a sense—similar to the way the performer-listener-
instrument is collapsed into one. What is “to Fly?” referring to? Maybe achieving a certain 
freedom by making the impossible/unthinkable possible through overcoming one’s personal 
restrictions? The instructions first set a frame: sitting in a circle, facing center, dim blue light. 
“Begin by simply observing your own breathing,” drawing attention to the performative act of 
breathing, to the dual nature of every participant (performer and listener), to the split—in order 
to collapse both into one. “Always be an observer,” i.e. never cease observing yourself, almost as 
if from the outside. “Gradually allow your breathing to become audible.” This phrase is typical 
for the rest of the meditation in that it speaks of “allowing” something to happen. Even though in 
this part of the meditation the performer of the dual performer-listener entity slowly comes to the 
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forefront, Oliveros’s language suggests that one should not actively perform (as in “make your 
breathing audible”) but rather “allow it to become audible,” as though the breath performs the 
listener. Similarly, the following instruction (“gradually introduce your voice”) suggests agency 
of the voice over itself. The meditation continues by asking the performer-listener to “[a]llow 
your vocal cords to vibrate.”  
At this point the participant seems to become an instrument themself, rather than playing 
or listening to an instrument. “…in any mode which occurs naturally.” Again, “occur” requires 
one to take a position of almost selfless distance, observing something happening rather than 
“doing” something naturally. What is the reference to “naturally”? Taking the body as an 
instrument, this instruction focuses the attention inwards, to the flows and limitations of this 
hybrid body-instrument. It encourages the body-instrument to lead and the self to follow, in a 
sense transferring control from the self to the body-instrument, leaving the self off-guard. The 
word “natural,” as essentializing as it could sound in other contexts, may be read here as “natural 
for you,” as individualizing difference, opposed to a universalizing essence of what “natural” 
should be.  
Another important recurring topic seems to concern the cautious pacing: “Allow the 
intensity to increase very slowly.” The exploration of the body-instrument should be done with 
care (“gradually”, “very slowly”), avoiding cuts or similar strong form-constituting tools often 
employed as a gesture of (traditionally male gendered) compositional expression of agency. 
Rather, the language seems to suggest letting the body-instrument decide the pace, a decidedly 
non-objectifying and non-hierarchical approach to sounds and their production. The meditation 
ends by asking to “Continue as long as possible naturally…”, which seems to constitute a 
paradox: What is naturally possible? That which determines “as long as possible” seems to 
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indicate a push towards a certain limit which may be far outside of what feels natural. This 
remains an open question.  
What conditions does this Sonic Meditation sets up that would allow for a listening act to 
become manifest and successful? The piece positions the participant to discover one’s body-
instrument, following whatever naturalness one may feel in this process. The way I would like to 
understand “naturalness” in this context is—again—in contrast to other naturalizing tendencies 
in classical music making, where all classical performance practice is based on a strong 
normative pressure: singers are naturalized behind their voices, musicians are naturalized behind 
their instruments, the orchestra members are naturalized into a black, but highly gendered strict 
uniform, etc. The individual subject experiences this naturalizing normative pressure as quite the 
opposite of “natural”: Musicians spend the better part of their life training themselves to make 
highly unnatural tasks look and sound as effortless and natural as possible.  
The way in which Pauline Oliveros employs the concept of naturalness turns it against its 
normative “evil twin,” a gesture I want to describe as a deconstructive, queer move that may hold 
the power to change the subject’s relationship to itself. The idea behind any meditation is to draw 
attention to and at the same time expand the meditator’s awareness. This specific meditation and 
the way it employs the concept of naturalness establishes a framework to experience and expand 
itself against a (patriarchal, hetero-)normative societal pressure, specifically as it manifests in the 
Western classical art music practice. 
The meditation also sets up a relationship between listening and performing that leads the 
production of sound back to its perception, a performance-for-listening that examines and 
expands the listening, a listening that leads the performance-for-listening. Thus, this meditation 
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provides two important conditions that would allow a listening act to happen: changing the 





Search for a natural or artificial canyon, forest or deserted municipal quad. Perform 
Teach Yourself to Fly in this space. 
 
This meditation builds on the first meditation, but does not simply displace it into a new 
context. “Search for” emphasizes the search as an act and makes it an integral part of the 
meditation. Otherwise, Oliveros might just as well have written “go to…” or simply “perform … 
in ….” By making the search integral to the process she is setting up another condition that 
encourages an expansion of awareness and a possible (re-)discovery and change of one’s 
relationship to one’s surroundings. What constitutes the four spaces? What do they have in 
common? They take participants away from quotidian sites, from the ballpark of everyday 
performance and expectation, putting them on potentially uneasy ground; they all suggest a 
certain kind of loneliness, remoteness and/or separation from society. By leaving common 
aesthetic spaces (concert halls, black boxes, theaters, etc.) this instruction may also be read as a 
search for a “safe space,” where traditional normative rituals, behaviors and expectations are 
suspended. Probably every queer person knows about the importance of such spaces, away from 
the everyday dread of heteronormativity, especially at the beginning of one’s recognition and 
exploration of queerness. In the context of a search for a new, more “natural” self, as the 
instructions by this sonic meditation suggest, the importance of such a safe space, its distance 
from the normative society, is evident. In the end, the search and process of getting there may be 







Take a walk at night. Walk so silently that the bottoms of your feet become ears. 
 
What does the title “Native” refer to? In addition to the well-worn trope of the Native 
American walking soundlessly, it may also refer to being “born in a specified place or associated 
with a place by birth.” Which place is Oliveros referring to? Most likely not an actual place but a 
mental place, a virtual place, a place this meditation may take the participant to: an inner space. 
This relates to another meaning of “native”: “[a quality] belonging to a person's character from 
birth rather than acquired; innate.”18 The space that native refers to could be seen as a space that 
is unique to everyone yet feels “natural,” similar to the “natural” as it was discussed in the 
previous meditation. If one is native to that space, one belongs to it by birth, it cannot be 
changed, it may only be uncovered, accepted, freed from the normative pressure that covered it. 
What does this inner space look like? How do we get there? 
“Take a walk at night.” This Sonic Meditation is one of the few that is directed only at 
one person (performer-listener)—even though a group setting is absolutely imaginable. “Take a 
walk” is very open, starting with something very familiar. What usually happens when one takes 
a walk? Simply taking a walk is decidedly not goal-oriented; rather it is done for the sake of 
walking, moving the body, changing the context—"getting out of the house,” for instance. 
People often take walks within a known context, near a home, in the neighborhood, in the 
surrounding nature.  
 
18 Both definitions taken from New Oxford American Dictionary, 3rd ed. (Oxford and New York: Oxford University 
Press, 2010), s.v. “native.” 
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The specificity of “…at night” is in accordance with Oliveros’ preference for reduced 
lighting (e.g. Sonic Meditations I, III) as means to increase auditory perception. In addition, the 
meditation may or may not (depending on one’s personal habits of taking walks) present the 
performer-listener with a change of patterns, e.g. to see a neighborhood which one usually 
encounters in the daylight in a different light. This possible change of habitual patterns, coupled 
with the usually calmer outside atmosphere in both rural and urban contexts at night, may 
already constitute conducive conditions for a listening act to happen, since the performer-listener 
may already have changed their relationship to their immediate surroundings. 
In addition to the change of context, the performer-listener is now asked to “Walk so 
silently that the bottoms of your feet become ears.” A strikingly poetic image, albeit seemingly 
impossible (like teaching oneself to fly), this instruction now invites the performer-listener with 
very simple language and almost surgical precision to change the way one interacts with the 
context they move in. First, walking very silently removes the subject’s noise from the 
environmental soundscape. But in order to achieve this, the performer-listener has to engage in 
comparative listening, i.e. listening to oneself walking and then comparing this to the 
environment (which is precisely the way the soundless walking of Native Americans is 
described—sometimes also called the “fox walk.”)19 The noise of our own footsteps is usually 
neutralized by our ears, in the same way that we do not usually listen to our breath, heartbeat, or 
even noises like traffic, airplanes, wind, etc. The instruction to walk silently already draws 
attention to the subjects’ being in this world, referencing one’s own trace, increasing the 
subject’s awareness of itself.  
 




The seemingly impossible task of letting the bottoms of the feet become ears induces an 
act of synesthesia: The feet, who usually feel as per skin and muscular sensation, are supposed to 
hear. By imagining one sense through another, this instruction draws special attention to the 
specific nature of these two senses and opens up the possibility of experiencing a familiar sense 
in an unfamiliar way. One looks at listening from an entirely new perspective: How would the 
feet hear? With this slight but powerful shift to synesthetic imagination, listening can become 
increasingly aware of itself. 
In addition, we can also trace a queering of the body in the somewhat monstrous image of 
feet as ears, an imaginary exchange of body parts. Both queer theory and BDSM practices have 
worked against the heteronormative “sexual division of flesh according to which each organ is 
defined by its function,”20 confining sexuality within certain eroticized, sexually charged body 
parts constructed around biological sex difference. In contrast, when it comes to the expansion of 
awareness, dissociating and decoupling functional hierarchies within the body bears a liberating 
potential in the exchange, conflation and superposition of other body parts and senses. As long-
time meditators often describe, awareness of our senses is located everywhere and not contained 
within certain body parts (e.g. the head).21 Seeing our intimate relationship to our body and its 
various “parts” as constructed, learned and performed—and therefore being able to transform 
that relationship as gender, sexual and any somatic relationships evolve—is an important 
achievement of queer theory and practice, a hint of which may be found in this synesthetic 
instruction to let the feet become ears. 
 
20 Paul B. Preciado, Testo Junkie: Sex, Drugs, and Biopolitics in the Pharmacopornographic Era (New York, NY: 
The Feminist Press at the City University of New York, 2013), 46. 
 
21 Douglas E. Harding, On Having No Head: Zen and the Rediscovery of the Obvious (Carlsbad, Calif.: 
InnerDirections Pub., 2004). 
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This Sonic Meditation sets up potent conditions for a listening act to happen: It takes a 
familiar, non-goal-oriented context (“Take a walk”), moves the context away from the everyday 
(“at night”), makes the subject aware of itself by asking it to remove its trace (“Walk so 
silently”) and defamiliarizes a familiar sense through some kind of monstrous, somato-
synesthetic imagination (“that the bottoms of your feet become ears”). It is hard to imagine how 
this instruction—if performed by a well-intended subject—would not lead to an intense listening 
act that immediately changes the subject’s direct relationship to its environment as well as to 
itself within it. Moreover, it is highly self-referential by creating conditions that allow listening 
to be perceived as a performance, listening to itself as an act that is—through increased 
awareness and imagination—malleable and shapeable. This may be the inner space the title 
refers to—the space of immense and infinite creativity that is our perception, this creativity that 
is innate to every human being, that space every human being is born into—and which is so often 
lost to intense intersectional pressures in our late capitalist societies. In this light, this meditation 





Listen to a sound until you no longer recognize it. 
 
This is the shortest of all Sonic Meditations and is again directed at seemingly one 
performer-listener, although nothing speaks against it being performed by several people at once. 
By separating the “Re” from “Cognition,” the title suggests and emphasizes the iterative and 
performative nature of recognition, the “putting back into memory” of something already 
seemingly known. The instruction is very simple and straightforward: “Listen to a sound until 
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you no longer recognize it.” Which sound is not specified, but this time the instruction is 
decidedly goal-oriented: “until you no longer recognize it.” In following the instruction, the 
listening is thrown back onto itself, setting a framework for comparative listening: Do I still 
recognize it, or is it already something new?  
Whereas other meditations often go towards an expansion of the awareness of the sonic 
environment, an expansion that manifests through an ever-increasing inclusion, this meditation 
seeks to expand awareness through increased focus, opening up the possibility of expanding 
awareness by going “through” the sound, so to speak. It puts the performer-listener in a self-
critical distance towards themself by increasing one’s awareness of memory in order to be able 
to judge whether this sound is a known or unknown sound. This constitutes an almost classic, 
deconstructing move that can also be framed as a queering of sorts: The more you pay attention 
to an object of inquiry, the closer the attention and scrutiny—in this case a sound, but one may 
expand this gesture to a wide range of objects—the more the object moves away from a sensible 
order.  
In this meditation the listener-performer may learn how to engage their attention in a way 
that produces an experience of the performativity, and therefore the malleability, not just of “a 
sound” i.e., a sonic event arbitrarily contained within a recognizable behavioral unity, but of 
sensible order in general. In fact, going further down this argument, we can ask the question: 
What is “a sound”? Does it have a fixed identity “in itself” so to speak? This meditation is a way 
of queering this sonic identity, an exercise in exploring not just the performativity of a sonic 
identity, but also the unboundedness of any kind of identity—specifically, perhaps, gendered 
identity: “Examine your gender until you no longer recognize it.” It is using precise poetic tools 
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to queer sonic identity that is performed through daily re-cognition, a rehearsal of sorts in a safe 
space for a queering of identity that may go way beyond the limits of the sonic, aesthetic realm. 
 
 By looking at Pauline Oliveros’ Sonic Meditations through the lens of speech act theory, 
we could trace several compositional gestures that I would like to identify as queer composition. 
Apart from the already mentioned collapse of the performer-listener-instrument division (of 
labor), the rejection of traditional performance spaces and practices in general—all of which 
already comprise a critical subversion of the apparatus of the classical art music context, along 
with its inherent patriarchal hierarchies—a close examination of four of the twenty-five 
meditations revealed a plethora of compositional strategies, all of which suggest an artistic socio-
political vision by Pauline Oliveros that seems informed by and embedded in the lived 
experience of radical feminism. The Sonic Meditations enact these socio-political concerns via a 
rejection of the status quo of conventions in the Western classical art music context, revealing 
the Sonic Meditations to be an early example of queer composition. In particular, the way 
Oliveros deconstructs the notion of “natural” by turning it upon itself, by establishing a path 
towards safe spaces, by unhinging the traditionally constructed hierarchies of body parts to 
reconstruct them in new, somato-synaesthetic relationships, and by providing an exercise in 
experiencing the constructed, performative nature of (sonic, gendered?) identities, the Sonic 
Meditations manifest frameworks for enabling listening acts to occur. In the context of queer 
composition, a successful listening act would be one that—after listening/performing—
transforms the listening-performing subject and its relationship to the world. Since that 
transformation is a subjective process—subject- and context-specific—we cannot determine the 
success of the Sonic Meditations in that regard. We can say, however, that the specific 
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framework the Sonic Meditations set up is highly conducive to a listening act to happen as a 
strategy constituting an act of queer composition. 
Chapter 2: Gay Guerrilla 
Julius Eastman’s Gay Guerrilla was written in 1979 as part of a trilogy he termed the 
“Nigger Series” comprising this and two other pieces, Crazy Nigger and Evil Nigger. All three 
pieces have a similarly unspecified instrumentation, though they are usually performed in a 
version for four pianos.  
 Back in the 1970s and 1980s, these titles caused a great deal of controversy. At a concert 
at Northwestern University in 1980 where all three pieces were presented, the concert program 
did not print the controversial titles as a consequence of protest from faculty and students alike. 
Instead, Eastman gave a spoken introduction, which luckily was recorded and which we now 
have as one of few reflections by Eastman himself on these pieces. In this speech in front of a 
tense audience, Eastman laid out his radical politics and his hopes for queer struggles, saying that 
“at this point I don’t feel that gay guerrillas can really match with Afghani guerrillas or PLO 
guerrillas, but let us hope in the future that they might.”22 Ten years after the Stonewall riots, 
before the AIDS epidemic and during the growing split of LGBTQI* activism in queer 
radicalism and gay pragmatism, such a statement expresses hope for a radical potentiality in gay 
liberation, a hope that does not bargain for admission into the oppressive institutions of a (white) 
heteronormative order (marriage, police, army, etc.), but demands no less that the overthrow of 
the status quo. However, as Luciano Chessa writes, choosing such titles “surely led Eastman to 
 
22 Spoken introduction to Julius Eastman, Unjust Malaise (New World Records CD 80638, 2005). 
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be misunderstood; for one thing, he could likely be perceived as using cheap tactics and shock 
value to call attention to his ‘products.’ ”23  
Whether or not there is a specific link between the music and the titles is still contested in 
the scarce scholarship around Eastman’s work. Chessa goes on to argue that “there are many 
cases in which the works are labeled with titles that either feel a bit like anonymous placeholders 
… , or in which the titles feel just as outrageous as they are arbitrary: all occurrences in which 
there seems to be no correlation between titles and music.”24 He somewhat excepts Gay Guerilla 
from this general verdict, however; the only link he locates lies “in the militant character of the 
chorale tune he chose to quote in it.”25 In this chapter I would like to challenge this notion, by 
positing a strong connection between the title and the music in Gay Guerrilla, both on a 
symbolic and a structural level. To do that, I would like to first take a closer look at the 
etymology and various meanings of “guerrilla,” extrapolate a few core characteristics of guerrilla 
tactics, and then see how these might apply to Eastman’s music as an expression of queer 
composition. 
“Guerrilla” derives originally from the Spanish diminutive of “Guerra” (engl. lit. “little 
war”) and was first introduced in the early 19th century during the Peninsular War, fought by 
Spain and Portugal against Napoleon between roughly 1807 and 1814. Various dictionaries 
provide slightly differing definitions of guerrilla, but looking at them together we can identify 
 
23 Renée Levine Packer and Mary Jane Leach, eds., Gay Guerrilla: Julius Eastman and His Music, Eastman Studies 
in Music, v. 129 (Rochester, NY: University of Rochester Press, 2015), 192. 
 
24 Ibid., 197. To support this claim he also cites Kyle Gann's reflections on the same topic with a different piece 
titled If You’re So Smart, Why Aren’t You Rich?: “The piece’s relation to its title, aside from the latter’s obvious 
relevance to Eastman’s life, is anyone’s guess.” (In Gann’s “‘Damned Outrageous’: The Music of Julius Eastman,” 
liner notes for the New World Records’ 2005 Unjust Malaise release.) 
 
25 Ibid., 193. 
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convergence around a set of core concepts.26 The first notion concerns the identity or constitution 
of a guerrilla: Who is a guerrilla? Guerrillas are usually part of a minority opposing a majority, 
David against Goliath. They are the ones who fight an asymmetrical war. The aspect of 
asymmetry often plays out as a conflict between small militant organizations and a large 
organized army, or autonomous protest groups versus a large police force.  This brings up 
another important aspect of the function of a guerrilla, that of autonomy, i.e. that these small 
groups are independent, largely self-organized and self-determined, united by a common goal or 
ideology, growing bottom-up out of a common struggle that seeks itself to organize in order to 
concentrate the push for change.  
The end goal of a guerrilla, the why, is the radical change of the status quo. Typically, 
this involves the overthrow of a government or any other authoritarian order.  In the case of gay 
guerrillas, the heteronormative social ordering of our Western societies would be the target. 
“Guerrilla” also speaks to the question of how this is going to be achieved. Common to all 
definitions of guerrilla is the notion of fighting, the use of force—which may or may not include 
violence, but which always constitutes a conscious, determined effort. Guerrillas engage in 
warfare, harassment and sabotage, and irregular fighting. In the context of gay liberation, the 
watershed moment of Stonewall constituted precisely such a guerrilla action, carried out 
irregularly, fighting back against systemic violence with an eruption of violence.  
Eastman himself alludes to a certain violent nature of this struggle in his Northwestern 
speech, stating that “without blood there is no cause,” which constitutes an interesting reversal of 
sorts: It is not the cause that justifies the bloodshed, but it is the blood that constitutes the cause. 
 
26 Definitions taken from Oxford English Dictionary Online, s.v. “guerrilla,” accessed April 02, 2020, 
http://oed.com/view/Entry/82246; Webster's Third New International Dictionary, Unabridged, s.v. “guerrilla,” 
accessed April 02, 2020, https://unabridged.merriam-webster.com/unabridged/guerrilla as well as New Oxford 
American Dictionary, s.v. “guerrilla.” 
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Is Eastman referring to what George E. Lewis described as “intersectional pressures exercising a 
strongly and personally destabilizing series of blows”27 to him, i.e. what is existential to him 
must become existential to others, a real “sacrifice”28 needed to move the case forward?  
Another important and closely related notion permeating the definitions of “guerrilla” is 
the spontaneous, irregular, and impromptu nature of guerrilla actions. In this sense, 
improvisation seems to be a core characteristic of guerrilla tactics as a way to circumvent the 
regulating order in an asymmetrical power relationship. As Tracey Nicholls reminds us in the 
context of postcolonial reconciliation processes, “[c]ommitment to social justice means that, at 
least sometimes, we will need to improvise processes and institutions in the broader political 
community, rather than relying on the more narrow, specialized solutions that government 
offers”29 (my emphasis), a tactic that certainly can also be applied to queer struggles. 
It is precisely the linking of the notion of guerrilla with gay liberation—charging gayness 
with that kind of radicalness—that gives Gay Guerrilla what we would now call a queer agenda. 
Taken together, asymmetry, autonomy, improvisation, violence and the radical change of a status 
quo as concepts will be used as a framework to uncover this queerness in Eastman’s music. 
 
27 Levine Packer and Leach, eds., Gay Guerrilla, xvi. 
 
28 Spoken introduction to Eastman, Unjust Malaise. 
 
29 Tracey Nicholls, “Speaking Justice, Performing Reconciliation: Twin Challenges for a Postcolonial Ethics,” 
Critical Studies in Improvisation / Études critiques en Improvisation 6, no. 1 (2010): np. 
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 Asymmetry. On a very superficial level, a certain asymmetry can be identified in the score 
of Gay Guerrilla, in the way the notation is laid out on the page (Figure 1). 
 
Figure 1: First page of Gay Guerrilla by Julius Eastman 
On the left, things are quite ordered, and musical ideas are presented in a sort of “regular” 
fashion, but the more you move to the right of each staff, one witnesses a certain entropy, a 
disintegration, a tendency to loosen the grip of an orderly metric and open up to a domain of 
(sometimes more, sometimes less) free overlapping and recombination. Surely, this is a 
conceptual correspondence on a very abstract level, but still worth pointing out, especially since 
this “left-sidedness” of the music is a prominent and unique visual feature when looking at this 
score at first glance.  
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 In a deeper, musically concrete way, I would identify in Gay Guerrilla an aspect of 
asymmetrical struggle, a contentious relationship between a majoritarian and minoritarian mode 
of being in the general disposition of the musical flow of time. The most prominent—and in this 
context I would say dominant—feature of this work is the relentless drive and powerful presence 
of a common, steady pulse of repeated quarter notes almost throughout the entire piece. It is the 
first thing we hear and the last thing we witness moving away from us at the very end of the 
piece. This pulse exerts a constant pressure to move forward, and a comparison to the relentless 
chronopolitics of capitalism, the constant and steady push towards production and consumption, 
seems not out of place. It is in fact Eastman himself who brings the pieces of what he called the 
“Nigger series”—of which Gay Guerrilla is the third of three—into a critical relationship to the 
American capitalist economy and its foundation on racial slavery in his Northwestern Speech: “I 
feel that the first niggers were of course the field niggers and upon that is really the basis of the 
American economic system, without field niggers we wouldn’t really have such a great and 
grand economy.”30 If we want to understand the function of the pulse as precisely this dominant 
framework of racial capitalism, then we can identify an asymmetrical struggle that happens 
within it. Every musical utterance, every shape, every musical behavior other than the constant 
pulse, must carve itself out of, and find its place always within that dominating texture (see esp. 
the thematic melody on the third staff of the first page [Figure 2], and more prominently on the 
third page [Figure 3].)31  
 
30 Spoken introduction to Eastman, Unjust Malaise. 
 




Figure 2: Page 1, 3rd staff of Gay Guerrilla by Julius Eastman 
 
Figure 3: Page 3 of Gay Guerrilla by Julius Eastman 
Looking at the above-mentioned “left-sided” asymmetry of the notation from a low 
entropic state to a high entropy state on a horizontal (notational) plane, we can find a similar 
asymmetry and trajectory from high entropy (pulse) to low entropy (musical gesture) and back, 
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in the vertical plane of musical texture. During the piece we arrive at several moments where 
musical utterances “break free,” so to speak, from the ever-dominating pulse, as in the above-
mentioned melodic theme. This figure (Figures 4), which Luciano Chessa describes as a “chorale 
tune,”32 leads in its strongest manifestation to a sort of unordered canon as the climax of the 
piece, a shouting of sorts of many autonomous, yet unified voices overcoming the dominant 
pulse for a significant period of time, until they descend and become once again submerged into 
the resurgent pulse (see the “climax” page fifteen [Figure 5], and the “submersion” page sixteen 
of the score [Figure 6]).33 This relationship between a dominant force and a singular struggle for 
self-determining musical utterances can also be put into a larger perspective of not just a tension 
between the collective and individual forces, but also, specifically,  the violent relationship 
between dominant heteronormativity and minoritarian queerness, and—adding significantly to 
the asymmetrical intersectional pressure in Eastman’s case—dominant white culture and 
oppressed blackness. 
 
Figure 4: Page 3 of Gay Guerrilla by Julius Eastman 
 
32 Levine Packer and Leach, eds., Gay Guerrilla, 193. 
 










Figure 6: Page 16 of Gay Guerrilla by Julius Eastman 
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 Autonomy. When we analyze Gay Guerrilla in terms of the question of autonomy, one 
feature emerges quite prominently: the absence of a unifying (controlling, synchronizing) meter 
in the form of bar lines and time signatures. If guerrilla tactics are characterized by relative 
independence, self-organization and self-determination, one can argue that the absence of a 
regulating, unifying structure such as a common meter enforced by bar lines constitutes precisely 
this kind of autonomy. The flow of time, even the organized flow of time, is not absent; as we 
have seen before, a common pulse that dictates and organizes this flow is still present to a certain 
extent. Similar to the context in which guerrilla tactics assume their meaning (e.g. asymmetrical 
war theater) there is a field of action that every participant (guerrilla, musical voice) is subjected 
to. But the way individual voices are organized in Gay Guerrilla allows for relative autonomy 
and self-determination within the general flow of time. In particular, while the beginnings of 
each new staff generally mark the introduction of new textures and materials in each voice, and 
the beginnings (and endings) of each line is marked with an absolute time indication in 
“min:sec,” the endings of each voice are not precisely determined, as the material is often much 
shorter than the given absolute time frame of each line. Performers then repeat the material from 
the beginning, overlapping and falling out of sync in various unpredictable ways. 
 In addition, this type of temporal notation is also characterized by a concept of 
time/timing that is markedly different from a universalizing, time-as-arrow point of view. Time, 
in this fashion, presents itself much more as a principle, a way of moving forward; it does not 
assume a universal clock view. This type of notation prioritizes the point of view of individual 
voices rather than a top-down perspective, making a universal, absolute determination of where 
exactly the individual performers are at any given moment impossible. This can be seen in 
relation to the way guerrilla tactics are organized, as opposed to the stricter hierarchization, and 
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supposed complete top-to-bottom transparency and chain of command that characterizes official 
armies (at least for as long as an army does not experience a breakdown of logistics). 
The unknowability of the precise temporal location of individual voices is a rather rare 
and exceptional feature in Western art music in general, which is usually organized around strict 
enforcement of temporal structure. It is actually one of the most important musical skills 
classically trained musicians in the West are required to learn: Complete synchronicity of a large 
body of bodies (such as an orchestra), the submersion and submission of the individual voices to 
the grand total, and the resulting removal of any kind of individual agency and autonomy, are 
some of the most significant hallmarks of Western classical art music. Eastman’s Gay Guerrilla 
queers this power structure and these chronopolitics in a very simple, yet powerful and—for the 
individual players—empowering way.  
 Yet, the concept of autonomy finds its way into Gay Guerrilla in another important way. 
If we consider the autonomous temporal organization that we just discussed as a horizontal 
perspective on the piece, we can locate a sense of autonomy in its counterpart, the vertical 
dimension: the instrumentation. Whereas the forces of an army (and that of an orchestra or choir) 
are usually well defined and quantified, Gay Guerrilla refrains from specifying how its “forces” 
are organized. The score simply states “for unspecified instruments” with the added remark that 
the “usual version [is] for 4 pianos.”34 In 1979, open instrumentation is by no means new to 
classical music, but leaving open this often crucial dimension in the realization of any piece of 
music adds significantly to the conceptual underpinnings and the political manifestations of Gay 
Guerrilla. Thus, I am inclined to ask: Why restrict our gay guerrilla forces only to four 
musicians, when the hope is to grow the guerrilla ensemble as much as it wants and needs to in 
 
34 Ibid., Title page. 
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order to radically change the status quo? Eastman himself mentions at the introductory speech at 
the Northwestern concert that he could envision it being performed by 10-18 string instruments, 
but in my imagination, there may be no upper limit to the size of the guerrilla force. Everyone 
may join the cause. By negating the preconceived power structures, hierarchies and 
quantifications that characterize our society as well as it reflects in Western art music making, 
Eastman’s Gay Guerrilla is a strikingly successful and provocative example of queering these 
structures and establishing a field of possibilities for imagining and manifesting utopian ways of 
being.  
 Violence. How does the concept of violence, inherent in any guerrilla struggle, manifest 
in Gay Guerrilla? One aspect has already been mentioned above in the discussion about 
asymmetry. The musical material seems to comprise two rather opposing behaviors: one is the 
ever present, dominating pulse, expressed either in quarter notes, eight notes or a combination 
thereof; the other is a half-note and whole-note melody, first appearing on the first page, third 
staff, and then present in various variations throughout the piece (Figures 2, 3 and 4). These two 
musical behaviors—the pulse and the melody—appear to be in a contentious relationship 
throughout the piece, with the dominating pulse having the privilege to open and end the piece. 
In contrast to the relentless, machine-like, unforgiving quality of the pulse, the melody and its 
variations appear much closer to something like a gesture, a musical utterance so to speak, that 
needs to carve itself out of and struggle to assert itself in and against the dominating pulse. A 
quality of violence, even of violent struggle, can be attributed to this contentious relationship 
between these two opposing musical qualities.  
 But this is not the only “violent” aspect of this music, especially if we look at the version 
with four pianos. One has to keep in mind and visualize the mechanics of a piano, in which the 
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hammers and the strings constitute the most important sound producing parts. The hammer 
strikes the strings, making the piano much more a percussive than a melodic instrument. 
Composing around these mechanics has been a productive challenge within the history of piano 
music writing. Achieving a lyrical quality on the piano has always been both a problem and a 
scarce, highly sought quality in piano music writing (Chopin being a classic example of 
successful lyrical piano writing). Portraying the relationship between a hammer and its string as 
necessarily violent may be a bit of a stretch, however, the specific way Eastman employs this 
mechanism in Gay Guerrilla takes it into a quite extreme opposition to any kind of lyrical 
quality. The piece is essentially hammering away on four big grand pianos with considerable 
energy for more or less half an hour nonstop. It is an extremely vertical, percussive piece. The 
hammers strike over and over again.  
I have experienced a performance of the piece during the opening concert of the 
contemporary music festival MaerzMusik in Berlin in 2017,35 where four of the biggest concert 
grand pianos available (the Steinway D) were arranged in a cross pattern on stage with the 
audience close up and around it. In such a situation, the sensation is decidedly not a lyrical one. 
The experience is much more one of being subjected to a relentless, grinding and hammering 
machine that is smashing and grinding you down. Because of the sheer volume of four massive 
pianos being played by more than four musicians at a high volume, with the pedals fully pressed 
the entire time, the experience becomes a very violent one. There is a sense of simply being 
overpowered by enormous sound masses. During climaxes of the piece, the wooden floors of the 






hammers was violently hammering Eastman’s message into the heads of the audience. Lyricism 
was nowhere near to be found.  
 The relentlessness comes to an extreme on the penultimate page of the score (Figure 5), 
where the constant pulse and the melody are repeated over and over again, juxtaposing and 
overlapping in many different, unpredictable ways in what feels more like an epic battle between 
titanic (sonic) forces than the climax of a piano piece. Only on the last page, in the last couple of 
minutes of the piece, do we experience something remotely resembling a kind of softening, 
lyrical (one may add “humane”) musical quality (Figure 6). Because the pulse has geared into 
fast uninterrupted eighth notes for all players, the precision of the individual pulses is lost in 
exchange for a more homogeneous accumulation of sound masses. The way these sound waves 
amass and subside has a very organic quality to it, in stark contrast to the very mechanical nature 
of the previous sections—of the entire piece actually. One may wonder why the only time such 
an organic, soft quality enters the piece is not via a single voice, the traditional vehicle for 
lyricism, but a multitude of voices—an essentially collective achievement. 
 Improvisation. The score exhibits a commitment to a specific unspecificity with regard to 
the instrumentation and the organization of time, as well as other musical parameters, such as 
dynamics and articulations. Eastman leaves open the instrumentation on a micro-level, namely, 
the question of which voice or voices will be played by which performer. Unlike the detailed de-
/prescriptions of musicians’ tasks in traditional musical scores, Gay Guerilla could be described 
as a sort of particell, a condensed score, a field of action, an assemblage of voices that serve as a 




Dynamics and articulation are left completely unspecified, which may simply come out 
of Eastman’s experience in improvising music, where dynamic levels and articulation may often 
result from an emergent group dynamic, not necessarily predetermined. With regard to the 
organization of time, some parts in the score are quite fixed, with small segments of musical 
material laid out in a way that makes precise synchronization relatively easy (Figure 7).  
 
Figure 7: Page 12, top staff of Gay Guerrilla by Julius Eastman 
Other parts lay out the musical material in a detailed fashion, but because the looped 
segments have different lengths, the resulting texture is somewhat unpredictable and the 
consequence of the individual players’ more or less spontaneous decisions are taken in an 
impromptu way (Figure 8).  
 
Figure 8: Page 9, 2nd staff of Gay Guerrilla by Julius Eastman 
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Lastly, there are materials that are loosely sketched, both in their internal structure and in 
the way they move in time. Here improvisation seems to be called into the arena of musical 
interaction in a much more explicit way (Figure 6). In these instances, additional text is written 
into the score, providing general guidelines as to how the musical behaviors are supposed to 
evolve over time.  
 Generally speaking, the concepts of improvisation and autonomy seem closely related 
and necessarily linked, so that one cannot really be imagined without the other. As we saw in the 
definitions of “guerrilla,” the autonomous nature of improvisation and autonomy, as well as the 
fact that they ought to act in an impromptu way in the face of asymmetrical power relations, 
contribute to their constitutive qualities. One is inclined to compare this field of action to Judith 
Butler’s famous “scene of constraint” within which gender is “a practice of improvisation.”36 
The role of openness and improvisation in Gay Guerrilla seems more than just a musical practice 
and a convenience. Improvisation proves to be a powerful and indispensable element in the 
guerrilla toolbox to undermine and destabilize normative, regulative systems—inside and outside 
of the aesthetic context.  
 While there is obviously no one point that in the piece, no one feature that exemplifies a 
push for radical change of the status quo, it seems obvious that the sum of the above-mentioned 
characteristics constitutes exactly that. To summarize, the piece as a whole enacts different 
politics—on the players as well as on the audience—rather than merely talking about or 
representing them. It manifests a different kind of musicianship than is generally expected in 
Western classical art music. A different feeling of collectivity among performers is present when 
witnessing a performance of these pieces, specifically enabled by the way autonomy and a higher 
 
36 Judith Butler, Undoing Gender (New York and London: Routledge, 2004), 1. 
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degree of individual agency is granted to the performers. Because so many dimensions in the 
piece are left open—the instrumentation, the distribution of specific voices among performers, 
the tempo, dynamics and articulation—we can experience a strong feeling of collectivity, 
especially in the way musicians communicate to one another and the way they collectively move 
through the piece. In this sense this piece not only deconstructs a normative way of making 
music but it also enacts new politics of making music together.37 This methodology of 
deconstructing normative systems and reconstructing a utopian mode of being together places 
Gay Guerrilla firmly into the framework of queer composition.  
 Moreover, the act of naming a piece of minimalist music with such a charged, politicized 
title itself constitutes an expression of radical politics. Inserting these politics into the glossy, 
shiny, predominantly white and privileged context of musical Minimalism of that time is 
incredibly audacious, a slap in the face of those who wish to “just enjoy the music” without 
thinking of the socio-economic reality, the endemic and systemic racism and homophobia to 
which someone like Eastman was subjected to throughout his entire life. Indeed, Eastman can be 
said to have intentionally “fouled the nest” of abstract, clean and beautiful Minimalism, and that 
itself is an act of radical resistance. In the opening remarks to the concert at Northwestern he 
ends his elaborations on Gay Guerrilla with expressing the hope that he “might be one if called 
upon to be one.” In retrospect there seems to be no doubt that he was one and that he sacrificed 
himself to the radical, uncompromising expression of an idea, of a cause, that eventually made 
him “bleed” to a premature death. 
 




Chapter 3: A Body Essay. Fiction, actually 
 The last piece I would like to look at in this paper is the most recent, contemporary 
composition of the three. It was written in 2018, almost forty years after Gay Guerrilla, almost 
half a century after the Sonic Meditations, and almost sixty years after Stonewall. A body essay. 
Fiction, actually was written by composer and performer Neo Hülcker, and premiered by an 
ensemble called MAM. Manufaktur Aktuelle Musik, a group of performers who made a name for 
themselves in the German-speaking New Music scene through their performative and theatrical 
music performances. It premiered at Klangwerkstatt, one of the oldest festivals for New Music in 
Berlin. 
 The title is a quote taken from the introduction of Paul B. Preciado’s Testo Junkie, an 
influential book, half theory and half diary, an analysis of how industries such as the 
pharmaceutical industry (with the development of hormones) and pornography have shaped 
modern-day sexual regimes in the West.38 Preciado writes in detail about the effect of 
testosterone on his body, a process that was also well underway for Hülcker at the time he wrote 
this piece. 
 Looking at A body essay. Fiction, actually from the perspective of the previously 
discussed pieces, it becomes obvious that the topic of queerness is much more visible and readily 
apparent on the surface and in its inner structure. Queer elements are all over the piece and do 
not require the same uncovering through analysis, interpretation and narration as I was trying to 
do in the case of Oliveros’ Sonic Meditations and Eastman’s Gay Guerrilla. The world is simply 
different. Hülcker, born in 1987, wrote this piece at a time when queer theory had become an 
internationally well established, extensive academic field; queer activism has been successful in 
 
38 Preciado, Testo Junkie, 11. 
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advocating for many rights and protections, effectively changing the society in many (Western) 
countries; Hülcker himself is an active part of the queer activist scene in Berlin. The rich history 
of LGBTQI* culture has produced a wealth of vocabularies, gestures, practices, that are much 
more visible—even in mainstream culture—than they were decades ago. It is this setting we 
ought to keep in mind when looking at Hülcker’s work, which embeds references to this 
vocabulary in many different ways. 
 A body essay. Fiction, actually is strongly situated in the realm of performance or theater 
within the context of art music making, similar to composers such as Mauricio Kagel or Carola 
Bauckholt. Indeed, some people may ask why this piece is even discussed within a music context 
and not simply seen as a piece of theater or performance. While I discuss A body essay. Fiction, 
actually as a piece of music towards the end of this chapter, for now I observe that the piece 
clearly comes out of the music context and was deliberately placed into it. Moreover, Hülcker is 
trained as a composer; the piece is written for a group of classically trained musicians with a 
score that formally fulfills all criteria of a typical score (it has different voices, it organizes time 
in a linear way, is written left to right); and it was presented during a music festival. Finally, 
even though the only traditionally musical elements in the piece are canine-like howling, karaoke 
singing, and (briefly) improvising in the “New Music style…”39 (even that being optional), in my 
argument the specific qualities of this piece only come out when discussed as music. If it 
presents as music, let us treat it as music.  
 Even before the piece actually starts, we are struck by the first quality of its queerness: 
the costumes. The instruction states the performers “should all look completely different than 
 




normal. You shouldn’t be recognizable.”40 The performers that you may have seen before, 
perhaps playing other pieces in the same concert, have now completely transformed their 
appearances. At the same time, the score instructions cite artist Cindy Sherman as inspiration for 
the bodily transformation. “No funny clown stuff.”41  The “body fiction” becomes very real: 
Especially in the context of a heteronormative grown-up world of adults when people have 
usually arrived at a certain look after puberty and adolescence, make-up, costume and drag have 
always been a favorite tool among queers to destabilize this normative regime of gazes. 
Also, and especially in the classical art music context where performers almost always 
wear exclusively black, this instruction comes as quite a provocative, uncommon shift in the 
performance practice, subverting a code of conduct omnipresent in the art music world. Even 
though contemporary music performers may jump on that train as long as it is funny, Hülcker’s 
instructions demand the opposite: a dedication and commitment to details in seriously changing 
one’s appearance. This may of course be seen in relation to Hülcker’s at that time current bodily 
transition, but also more generally as an expression of the constructedness and malleability of 
appearance and identity, as well as a queering of a highly gendered dress code that is emblematic 
of a hetero-patriarchal power structure. Leaving the comfortable safety zone of the comical (even 
though the piece is also very funny in other ways), the costumes and the complete transformation 
of the performers denaturalizes the conventional black dress code as being a costume as well. 
This gesture of denaturalization will be something we will encounter also in other aspects of the 
piece. 
 






Figure 9: Performance of A body essay. Fiction, actually by Neo Hülcker 
 As specified in the score, the piece is for “at least 5 performers,”42 although during the 
premiere there were only three performers on stage, sitting parallel, facing the audience (Figure 
9). A video screen turns on right above their heads, on which we see the close-up of another 
performer, also seated, also facing the audience. The image appears to be that of Hülcker 
himself, albeit with a completely changed his appearance: a wig, a beard, and most prominently: 
a set of massive, monstrously enlarged ears (Figure 10). They are big, but not so big as to just be 
humorous; not impossibly huge, but close enough to a possible reality that they could inhabit 
some kind of an uncanny valley, where freaks, zombies and monsters live.43 This commitment to 
 
42 Ibid., i. 
 
43 Timothy Morton, Hyperobjects: Philosophy and Ecology after the End of the World (Minneapolis: University of 
Minnesota Press, 2013), 130. 
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monstrosity is yet another sign of this piece’s dedication to a queer methodology. Queer theory, 
and especially the discourse around transgender bodies, has always embraced notions of the 
monstrous, freakish body as an important tool to deconstruct the supposed “naturalness” of the 
normative body.44 
 
Figure 10: Close up of projected video of A body essay. Fiction, actually by Neo Hülcker 
The monstrous body poses a threat to the heteronormative order, as it calls into question 
the legitimacy of the hierarchization of bodies along normative codes of beauty. Also, big ears 
(similar to wigs, fat suits, etc.) furthermore commit to a certain assembled-ness of the body into 
 
44 See for instance Preciado’s notion of the “experimental body” in Preciado, Testo Junkie, 11; or Karen Barad’s 
concept of the “monstrous” in Barad, TransMaterialities. 
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body parts, by taking the individual parts out of the “natural” whole. As a symbol of assembled-
ness, the big ears, presenting as unnatural, hypernatural or augmented body parts, deconstruct the 
constructedness of the unity, the “original wholeness”45 of the human body, opening up avenues 
for an experimental, transgender body to assume legitimacy. 
 As the piece progresses, we witness a close relationship and synchronicity between the 
performer on screen and the performers on stage. The interaction is rather unidirectional: The 
performer on screen leads the performers on stage, and this relationship does not change 
throughout the piece. At the beginning they greet each other, rather than the audience. The score 
then instructs the performers to follow the video in various places as closely as possible, in 
response to hand gestures and singing.46 Gradually the performer on screen becomes more and 
more dominant, commanding the performers to do certain actions (“sing!” “laugh!” “dance!” 
“jump!” etc.),47 and finally even ordering the audience to applaud.48  
This setup does not appear to allow for a lot of agency on the part of the performers. 
They rather resemble a group of puppets, mindlessly executing certain tasks, completely unaware 
of the context or meaning of their actions. This contributes to a certain “thrown-ness” of these 
figures that may allude to individual heteronomy within a heteronormative context. Besides the 
generally funny and absurdist tenets of the piece, one can also trace a certain sadness and even 
despair in the actions of these figures. One such example may be seen in the instructions marked 
at 4:18 of the score: fast nodding or shaking your head, or fast blinking with the eyes (Figure 11). 
 
45 See Donna Haraway, “A Cyborg Manifesto” in Donna Haraway, Manifestly Haraway (Minneapolis: University of 
Minnesota Press, 2016), 57. 
 
46 Hülcker, “A Body Essay. Fiction, Actually,” 1. 
 
47 Ibid., 2. 
 
48 Ibid., 3. 
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The specific tension that the instruction “as fast as possible” creates in the performers gives these 
gestures a quality of an urgent, yet extremely repressed emotional expression. Generally, this 
contributes to a strong contrast between the performer on screen and on stage: The former seems 
to enjoy a level of autonomy that is not extended to the performers on stage; they are trapped in a 
heteronomy, exacerbated by the fact that we as an audience get to witness the reality of this fact 
throughout the performance. 
 
Figure 11: Score excerpt of A body essay. Fiction, actually by Neo Hülcker 
With this specific setup, we can detect several gestures of denaturalization of traditional 
roles, expectations and hierarchies within the classical art music context. Firstly, it is common 
for the composer to be hidden “behind the score” so to speak, out of sight during the 
performance, like a genius that pulls the strings from afar, emblematic of a power structure 
where the composer is usually not on the front line, making themself vulnerable as performers 
do. Composers usually enjoy a certain authority to speak to the audience—mediated by the 
score—through the bodies of the performers. Not so in this case: Hülcker is very much an 
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integral part of the performance, marking himself and his presence as looming over the 
performance through the omnipresent video above the performers.  
There is also an interesting collision of spaces that we can detect in the parallelism of 
video and performance space: one is online, the other offline; a live space and a deferred space; 
one is here, the other is not here, over there; one is happening right in front of us, right now, but 
the other one happened a while ago, exists in a different time. This contrast is amplified by the 
apparent different positionalities: The space of the video seems to be a private space (it is shot in 
front of a book shelf) whereas the performance space is decidedly public. This begs the question 
of why the video wasn’t shot in a more “neutral” setting, since a bookshelf is also a cartography 
of one’s personal, intellectual interests. Is the private space also the safe space that allows 
Hülcker to make himself so vulnerable as a composer-performer figure?  
Having seen several of his performances49 I can attest that Hülcker certainly does not shy 
away from making himself vulnerable also on the live stage. Maybe it is the off-time of the 
videotaped private space that allows Hülcker to carefully construct the kind of identity, the 
“Fiction, actually” that is presented to us in the video. Whatever the motivation was to set up this 
duality of spaces, the way Hülcker employs it denaturalizes the composer-figure, making the 
composer visible, vulnerable, even exposing himself to ridicule. He still pulls the strings of the 
puppets on stage, but this time it comes from an uncanny valley, a place of monstrous, freakish 
vulnerability. The usually male-gendered, genius composer is queered and exposed in an absurd 
way. 
 
49 I invite the reader to visit Neo Hülcker’s homepage (https://www.neohuelcker.de/) to take a look at some of his 
performances, for instance "Neo Hülcker`s breaking of the voice concert" (2018) for which he commissioned several 
composers to write pieces for his transitioning voice. 
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 But the denaturalization does not stop there: The performers also lose their status as 
professional musicians, entering the realm of acting and performance, a practice that most 
musicians are complete amateurs in. Throughout the piece there are practically no references to 
and deployment of the highly specialized skills these musicians have spent the better part of their 
lives acquiring. Their instruments appear only once in the score (Figure 12) and even that 
occasion is entirely optional. Everything that the score requires them to do could be carried out 
by any lay person, not even a musician, and would arguably be better performed by a group of 
trained actors, dancers or performers. This may come across as a provocation to most musicians, 
precisely because it doesn't employ their musicians’ skills. On the contrary: Musicians, who are 
usually accustomed to shine with their virtuosity through their instruments are now thrown into a 
practice that makes them appear as complete amateurs on stage. Not many classically trained 
musicians would have the openness to put themselves into such a vulnerable situation. In fact, it 
is hard to imagine this piece being performed by older, more established ensembles of New 
Music throughout continental Europe. But to see the specific quality this denaturalization 
creates—and this is also an argument why this piece benefits from being performed in this 
context, by a group of musicians and not trained actors or performers—we have to take a closer 
look at the notion of amateurism. 
 
Figure 12: Score excerpt of A body essay. Fiction, actually by Neo Hülcker 
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 The piece sets up a somewhat safe space, a positive environment for failure to enter a 
context that is usually marked by virtuosity, brilliance, spectacle and professionalism. And this 
failure is not just a funny element among others: The piece seems to be built around a joyous, 
exuberant, expansive celebration of failure. It starts with subtle failures of the performers to be in 
sync with the video, to the impossible singing in unison with the video while having mouth and 
face contorted by mouth openers; their being untrained singers results in a weird out of tune 
howling of sorts. Then they are asked to sing karaoke to “I will always love you” with the mouth 
openers, drooling saliva from their mouths, to more failed singing and the impossible reading of 
a paragraph of Testo Junkie with the articulation of their mouths being disabled by the mouth 
openers.50 All of this sets the musicians up to fail even at simple tasks like reading, singing and 
moving their bodies in simple gestures. The aura of professionalism, the virtuosity and spectacle 
of music making is nowhere to find. 
 This move, however, is also one reason, why this is piece is designed for and thrives so 
well in a classical art music context. The specific quality and celebration of failure is a queer act 
of undoing codes of conduct, patterns of expectation and fulfillment of a heteronormative, 
capitalist society. As Jack Halberstam shows at length in his seminal The Queer Art of Failure, 
failure is a way to “[dismantle] the logics of success and failure with which we currently live. 
Under certain circumstances failing, losing, forgetting, unmaking, undoing, unbecoming, not 
knowing may in fact offer more creative, more cooperative, more surprising ways of being in the 
world. Failing is something queers do and have always done exceptionally well.”51 While 
Hülcker’s piece would work well in a performance or theater context it might just lose that 
 
50 Ibid., 1–3. 
 
51 Jack J. Halberstam, The Queer Art of Failure (Durham: Duke University Press, 2011), 2. 
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specific friction—and just be funny—it is the highly regimented context of the classical art 
music world that drives Hülcker’s output into a deconstructive, denaturalizing methodological 
direction, making it not just on the surface, but also in its thrust a supremely queer composition. 
 Lastly, a third denaturalizing gesture can be identified in Hülcker’s use of the 
performance space itself. Classical music venues typically have somewhat standardized lighting 
settings, situating the audience in a neutralized, anonymized darkness and focusing the stage 
light on the performers, but not in so obtrusive a way as to “distract” from the music. This, too, 
bears the marks of a typical, patriarchal power structure: The audience is hidden away and the 
stage is clearly but unobtrusively lit, so that the audience can become “all gaze” or better: “all 
ears.”  
In contrast, Hülcker writes simple, but precise—and definitely intrusive—lighting cues 
into the score, effectively pushing the space of the concert hall towards the direction of the black 
box theater and making us aware of the conventionality of a normative concert hall. In a way, the 
gaze may also seem to be inverted: The performer on the video is facing the audience, directly 
looking into the camera—and into the audience, for that matter. One could even think of the 
commands of the video performer directly addressing the audience, which at least for the ending 
of the piece (“applause!”) certainly happens. The argument can be made that through the 
activation of the concert lighting and the inversion of the gaze, the traditional ritual and its 
established power structures and hierarchies of communication are denaturalized and 
destabilized. 
 Certainly the influence of Preciado’s Testo Junkie is readily visible throughout the piece. 
Besides borrowing the title from the introduction of the book, at one point during the piece the 
performer on screen reads aloud a paragraph from the first chapter of the book, where the 
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narrator/protagonist engages in a kind of mourning ritual, grieving over the untimely death of a 
close friend in the same queer intellectual, activist community in Paris in the early 2000s. In the 
ritual the protagonist shaves their head, creating a moustache with the remaining hair, gluing the 
hairs onto their face (like the performer in the video), and staging an act of lavish self-pleasure. 
Everything is being videotaped.  
The references to Hülcker’s A body essay. Fiction, actually and the particular choice of 
reading out this paragraph about ritualized gender (self-/re-)creation seem quite obvious and 
sensible to both the queer transformation of the performers in the piece, as well as Hülcker’s 
own, personal journey in his queer identity and appearance. Even the aspect of grief and 
mourning can be interpreted as an allusion to the inevitable farewell of an old self in the process 
of transition. However, a quote from the ending of the introduction in Testo Junkie may help to 
illustrate an influence and strong correlation between the book and the piece on a more structural 
level: “If the reader sees this text as an uninterrupted series of philosophical reflections, accounts 
of hormone administration, and detailed records of sexual practices without the solutions 
provided by continuity, it is simply because this is the mode on which subjectivity is constructed 
and deconstructed.”52 
 
This rejection of continuity seems to inform A body essay. Fiction, actually in its formal 
layout. The piece does not resolve in some sort of classical sense, and even though elements 
appear and reappear throughout the piece, they do not try to contribute to some kind of larger, 
coherent narrative. This feature is, finally, another important move in a queer methodological 
composition: By rejecting the resolve and closedness of traditional, musical narrating, A body 
essay. Fiction, actually attests to the constructedness, openness and decoherence of (not just) 
 
52 Preciado, Testo Junkie, 12. 
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queer subjectivity, breaking the spell and the fiction of the “natural,” “normal” original subject in 
a heteronormative society. A body essay. Fiction, actually is the queer counter fiction, 
denaturalizing the composer-, performer- and concert hall-linkage, committing to the monstrosity 
of the completely transformed body and celebrating failure in rejection of virtuosity, 
professionalism, and narrative continuity. This is a queer composition through and through, 
surface to structure, beginning to end. 
Conclusion 
It may be a particular challenge to come to a “conclusion” of what queer composition, or 
a queer methodology in relation to music composition, “is.” Coming out of this discussion with a 
set number of criteria—a recipe so to speak—would undermine the exploration of divergent 
vectors queer composing can take, as I have shown in this paper. The conclusion will necessarily 
have to be an open-ended one, dedicated to the particular rather than the universal. 
 If there is anything that the discussed pieces have in common it is the fact that queer 
composing is highly dependent on the context—or rather, it is composing with, and more often 
against its context. Western classical music is a very specific assemblage of people, places and 
behaviors: from the division of labor, the dress codes, the hierarchies written into their 
institutions, the concert rituals and the notation—they all follow highly codified conventions and 
rules of conduct. All pieces I looked at in this discussion found ways to “rub up against” some, 
or all, of these conventions. They can be framed as employing institutional critique from a 
certain angle—from a queer (and in Eastman’s case intersectional) perspective. 
 In Oliveros’ case, the Sonic Meditations defied the conventions of music making practice 
by collapsing performer, listener and instrument into one. By placing a book of meditations with 
and through sound as music compositions into the context of Western classical music, Oliveros 
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implicitly and explicitly composes against the conventions of its context. As a result, the Sonic 
Meditations offer and embody an alternative to the mainstream, heteropatriarchal music practice. 
They open up a space where norms around hierarchy, division of labor, rules of conduct and 
conventional ways of aesthetic experience are suspended in order to open up a utopian space 
where a new kind of communal, somato-aesthetic experience and subsequent new ways of 
subject formation are given the conditions of possibility of their manifestation. In their precise 
negation the Sonic Meditations are highly attuned to their context. 
 Gay Guerrilla by contrast does employ a somewhat conventional music making practice, 
at least when looking at it from the outside. It has a score, it is studied and performed by trained 
musicians in a concert for the audience to listen to. The fabric of the piece itself however exhibits 
many traces that can be linked to guerrilla resistance tactics: in the asymmetrical distribution and 
contentious relationship between different materials, in the open notation that governs a much 
more interactive and self-determined relationship of the musicians with themselves and each 
other, and the somewhat raw, violent, overwhelming pressure of sound masses the audience is 
confronted with. In addition—and maybe most markedly—it is the naming of the piece though, 
its provocative title and deliberate placement into a predominantly and seemingly “apolitical” 
musical Minimalism of that time, that show how Gay Guerrilla is a queer (and anti-racist) 
composition in and against its context.  
 Hülcker’s A body essay. Fiction, actually also positions itself in stark contrast to the 
conventions of its context. It employs close to none of the music making skills most performers 
of classical and contemporary music acquired over long years of highly specialized training. 
Instead, by subjecting the performers to a series of somewhat absurd and impossible tasks they 
are bound to fail at, it celebrates amateurism and dilettantism in a performance, that moves 
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between dark humor and struggling despair. Here it is again the specific context, the negation of 
its expectations and its mode of operation that provides the specific friction necessary to uncover 
the joyful queer critique this piece unleashes both upon the performers and the audience. 
 All three pieces I looked at question the premises they are placed within. What is 
specifically queer about them is not some unifying, methodological thread. Constructing such an 
idea might not be productive for a framework of queer knowledge and practice. Rather, it is 
precisely this specificity, this attention to the local, to the time and place-specific knowledge and 
practice, and the particular strategies of infiltration and subversion they employ within this 
context to undermine established, preconceived and naturalized structures and behaviors, that 
make these works queer compositions. There is still much to uncover in the repertoire of Western 
classical that may qualify as queer composition, and further investigations may confront the 
conundrum of revealing “queer” compositional strategies in different ways. By looking at three 
compositions by three composers who are generally not included in canonical discussions in 
music theory, and whose work received little to no dedicated academic scholarship, I hope to 
have contributed to both the field of music theory as well as to queer theory in meaningful and 
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This piece is an attempt to create an environment in which chamber musical negotiations of 
time and timing, the “dis/possession [of time] that we call music,” (Fred Moten, Black and Blur 
[Durham: Duke University Press, 2017], 107) take place in an semi-improvisatory fashion.  
 
 
It is for four or more players and is divided into 24 sections of various lengths. The players 
move through the sections in order, but at a pace that is decided upon by the each individual 
in relation to the ensemble, according to the needs of the current musical situation. It would be 
desirable for the sections to vary greatly in duration; rough suggestions are given for the 
duration of each. Unless notated otherwise, beginnings and endings may overlap and don’t 
have to be synchronized among the players. 
 
 
The instrumentation for each section is either: 
TUTTI: Everyone in the ensemble should play most of the time in the section. 
OPEN: Players decide themselves whether and how much they play. 
SOLO: Soloists are indicated in parenthesis. 
Certain segments require a leading voice (indicated in parenthesis), that has to play the entire 
section. 
 
Each section consists of a unison line, that has to be played in staggered repetition: Slowly 
move through the bars from beginning to the end by repeating each bar or groups of adjacent 
bars ad lib. Once a bar has been omitted, it may not return. With every repetition material can 
be left out or added back in, while maintaining its position in the bar. Once you reach the end 
go back to the beginning. 
Examples (numbers = bar numbers, brackets = repeated sections): 
[1]   [1 2]   [1 2 3]   [2 3]   [3 4]   [3 4 5]   etc. 
 
 
The unison line in each section should be octave transposed according to the following: 
- relative to the line 
LOCO: No transposition, play as written. 
CLOSE: Play one octave above or below the written line. 
FAR: Play two or more octaves above or below the written line. 
- relative to the instrument 
XLOW: Play in the lowest possible range of your instrument. 
LOW: Play in the lower range of your instrument. 
MID: Play in the mid range of your instrument. 
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HIGH: Play in the higher range of your instrument. 
XHIGH: Play in the highest possible range of your instrument. 
ANY: Play the line in any desired transposition. 
The PIANO should always double the line with both hands (except in LOCO) and vary distance 
of the two voices with each new transposition. 
 
The tempo of each section is one of the following: 
fixed: If a tempo indication is given, everyone in the ensemble follows a common, 
synchronized pulse that is coordinated among the players. 
flowing: Everyone follows an individual tempo, while maintaining an active 
relationship to the tempi of the ensemble, to “touch and go like adjacent variations 
out of one another’s time but bridged by an imperceptibly reminiscent tempo.” Tempi 
may shift gradually over the course of the section. 
free: Everyone follows their individual tempi, ignoring the rest of the ensemble as 




Score and parts are identical in that there is only one score/part everyone plays from. It is 




Live-electronics play an important role in this piece, insofar that the live electronics are a very 
interactive environment that is controlled in part by a computer musician off stage and by the 
agency of the patch itself.  
 
The score comes with a patch written in the free open-source programming environment 
PureData (puredata.info). Since the patch is constantly undergoing reviews and updates you 
can download the most up-to-date version of the patch using this link: 
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/12NXMqkUncOxv9-rZHyEHLz9PjY8EwcyW 
 
Below is a screenshot of the patch: 
 
Figure 13: Screenshot of PureData patch for Contretemps/Soliloquy 
There are 2 main components of the live electronics: 
 
1. Pitch shift 
The patch makes extensive use of a simple pitch-shifting algorithm that tunes the instruments 
mostly down (sometimes up) in varying intervals throughout the piece. The heavy amplification 
of the instruments will result—depending on the size and the "liveness" of the hall"—in a 
cascade of pitch-shifts, as the pitch-shifted sounds are fed back through the main PA into the 
microphone of the instrument. This is a desired result and can be used creatively, especially at 
the beginning of the piece, to manifest an intense, club-like sound pressure. 
 





Partly in response to the pitch-shifter, which alters sound on a vertical axis, I also wanted to 
alter and move sound on a horizontal axis. As a result, I programmed what I called a "time-
shifter", which is basically a delay line of 5-7s trailing each instrument. If turned on, the time-
shifter randomly jumps between the "now" of the instrument and a section of the delay line, 
with an added micro-looper, resulting in a jagged, interrupted sound quality, as if the sound 




The setup of the electronics is fairly straightforward: Each musician/instrument must have a 
close microphone that runs into the audio interface of the computer musician. From there goes 
a stereo out to the main PA. Depending on the space optional monitor speakers for the 
musicians can be helpful. Custom monitor mixes can be set up in the patch. 
 
 
Generally speaking, instruments sometimes are barely audible in their instrumental sound and 
used merely as highly amplified, highly sensitive interfaces for the electronics. The mix that 
goes to the stereo PA should reflect mostly the electronics and very little live-sound of the 
instruments. 
 
In addition, each instrument needs a microphone that is not directly attached to the instrument 
(no clip-on DPAs or the like!), so that players can play with the distance of their instrument 






for ensemble and electronics 
Martin Hiendl (2019) 
 
 
1. (very long) 
SOLO (Violin)  w = 114 
LOW (tumbling, choked) 
 
 
– very airy, almost no pitch 
– play with accents on different off-beats 




SOLO (Flute)  w = flowing (fast) 
LOW (unremitting, erratic) 
 
 
– create repeating phrases out of all or part of the pitches  
– rough, noisy, rumbling sound – pitch fully audible 
 
 
3. (very long) 
OPEN (Cello leads)  w = free 
MID (light) 
 
       ppp – p (close to mic) 
 
– maintain one pulse (alter instantly if desired) 
 
 61 
4. (play twice) 
OPEN (Cello leads)  w = 114 (all in unison) 
start LOW (tumbling, choked)  
 
– synchronized START 
– very airy, almost no pitch 
– play with accents on different off-beats 
– switch once to new octave transposition on each ⬇ 
 
5. (medium) 
TUTTI  w = 152 (common pulse, independent positions) 
start between LOW – MID (murmuring) 
 
 
– airy, but with sharp, bright sound – some pitch audible 
– synchronized START with starting points distributed on each ⬇ 





TUTTI  w = flowing (fast, individual tempi) 
LOCO (loose, light) 
 
 
– play short, repeating and changing excerpts of either of the two lines (never the entire line) 
– slightly airy, with a soft, almost pale sound – more pitch audible 





7. (very short) 
TUTTI  w = flowing (fast, individual tempi) 
LOCO (loose, light) 
 
 




8. (play twice) 
TUTTI  w = 114 (all in unison) 
start LOW (tumbling, choked) 
 
 
– synchronized START 
– very airy, almost no pitch 
– play with accents on different off-beats 
– start LOW, switch once to new octave transposition on each ⬇ 
 
9. (very long) 
SOLO (Piano)  w = 152 
start between LOW – MID (murmuring) 
 
 





SOLO (Piano)  w = flowing (fast tempo) 





– play short, repeating and changing excerpts of either of the two lines (never the entire line) 
– slightly airy, with a soft, almost pale sound – more pitch audible 





OPEN (Clarinet)  w = flowing 
LOW (unremitting, erratic) 
 
 
– create repeating phrases out of all or part of the pitches  










OPEN  w = flowing 
ANY (unremitting, erratic) 
 
 










       f – ff (away from mic) 
 





TUTTI  w = flowing 
ANY (unremitting, erratic) 
 
 
– create repeating phrases out of all or part of the pitches  
– rough, noisy, rumbling sound – pitch fully audible 
 
 
16. (very long) 
TUTTI  w = flowing 
ANY (unremitting, erratic) 
 
 




TUTTI  w = flowing 
ANY (unremitting, erratic) 
 
 






TUTTI  w = free 
ANY 
 
       (maximum energy) 
 
– maintain one pulse (alter instantly if desired) 
– synchronized START 
 
19. (medium) 
OPEN (Cello leads)  w = free 
ANY 
 
       (keep energy) 
 
– as before 




SOLO (Cello)  w = free 
ANY 
 
       (keep energy) 
 






OPEN (4)  w = 184 (common pulse, independent positions) 
start XLOW or XHIGH (biting, erratic) 
 
 
– airy, but with sharp, bright sound – some pitch audible 
– synchronized START with starting points distributed on each ⬇ 





TUTTI  w = flowing (fast, individual tempi) 
LOCO (loose, light) 
 
 
– play short, repeating and changing excerpts of either of the two lines (never the entire line) 
– slightly airy, with a soft, almost pale sound – more pitch audible 
– maintain one pulse (alter gradually if desired) and continue playing silently if you have to take 
a break 
 
 
 
23. (long) 
TACET (electronics) 
